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Introduction

J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series contains a large number of outsider characters, ranging 

from fun sidekicks and magical creatures to evil antagonists. The concept of outsiders has 

been argued to be one of the main themes in childhood fairy tales in general and in the Harry 

Potter novels in particular: as most children feel like outsiders sometime during their 

upbringing, they can identify with this concept (Heilman and Gregory 242; O’har 862; Ostry 

89-90). The outsiders of the Harry Potter series may be defined as characters who, although 

they may have friends or relationships, are significant in how their primary function relies on 

their distance to others. Severus Snape is one of the most evident outsider characters in the 

novels, described as an unpleasant, ugly man portrayed with constant ambiguity: Seemingly  

working for both Lord Voldemort (the evil side) and the Order of the Phoenix (the good side),  

he is presented as a double agent with uncertain allegiances. However, when the truth is 

revealed in the very last pages of the series he is discovered to have been an undercover spy 

for the good side all along. Snape’s secrecy is revealed to have been a mask and he has 

sacrificed being well-liked to be able to save Harry, all because of his love for Harry’s dead 

mother: the only friend Snape ever had. Lisa Hopkins argues that by realizing Snape’s 

versatility, the reader is forced to rethink his own views on heroism, good and evil (32). Peter  

Applebaum adds that Snape is the one who helps the reader distinguish good from evil: 

”Snape focuses our attention on these issues by requiring us to debate his allegiances. Snape’s 

moral character determines whether the world is fundamentally good or bad, welcoming of 

diversity or facist in its racist ideologies” (84). As noted by Noel Chevalier, Rowling has 

hinted at Snape’s importance even before the release of the last novel by urging her readers to  

“keep an eye on Snape” (412). Snape is at times even considered the main character of the 

books, if not in the first then at least in the later novels of the series (Applebaum 95; 

Nikolajeva 239). 

     This essay will examine Snape as an outsider, and analyze his effect on the novel,  

especially his relation to the three characters with whom he interacts most: Dumbledore, 

Voldemort and Harry. All three of these characters are main characters and are also outsiders 

themselves in different ways. However, they differ from Snape in how their allegiances are 

clear: they are either on the good or the evil side. Examining the relations between good and 

evil and showing that these concepts are closely tied to choices and reactions towards being 
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an outsider, the essay will argue that the analysis of Snape as an outsider will help distinguish 

between aspects of good and evil in the novel. 

    Since Snape is most present in the latter novels of the Harry Potter series, the focus of 

analysis will be on these books. The essay will begin with an examination of Snape himself, 

establishing his position in the novels by discussing his youth and how he is narrated. This 

will be followed by an analysis of Snape in relation to Dumbledore, Voldemort and Harry in 

terms of similarity and contrast.  Complementing my analysis of the concept of the outsider,  

the concept of “love” also needs to be situated in relation to good and evil. The ability to love 

can in the context of the Harry Potter series be defined as one of the major qualities that 

separate good from evil. For example, Headmaster Dumbledore describes Harry’s advantage 

over antagonist Voldemort as being Harry’s ability to love: even though he has a connection 

with Voldemort and has been able to see his thoughts and ambitions, Harry has never been 

tempted to join the dark side because of his ability to feel love. Good and evil are therefore 

connected to the concept of love, which can take various forms. For instance, the characters 

on the good side are typically described as selfless and tolerant while the evil characters are  

defined by characteristics such as egocentrism and racism. The main conflict between the 

good and evil sides is largely that of an excluding racial purity versus an including attitude. 

Rowling herself has described Voldemort’s emphasis on “pure-bloods” as “racist” (as quoted 

in Ostry 93). The good side, on the other hand, vouches for a society in which all wizards and 

witches are accepted, no matter if they come from wizarding families or is of Muggle (non-

magical) descent. 

Severus Snape 

Critics have drawn various conclusions about Snape as a character. After the release of the 

earlier novels, he was typically labelled a one-sided dark character: as an image of “distrust” 

(Heilman and Gregory 246) or even a “greater enem[y]” than Voldemort” (Chevalier 401). 

Critical readings of the first novels also focus on “companions”, traditional fairy tale  

characters who serve as helpers to the main hero and whose work is typically accredited to the  

hero rather than the companion himself. In other words, even if Snape has been argued to 

have good or bad qualities, these qualities have been associated with a helper status 

(Mendlesohn 164). In the later books, the description of Snape becomes more complex, 

mirroring the increased focus on his multifaceted character: he is argued to serve an important  

function on his own and not only in relation to Harry (Schanoes 142), a position this essay 

supports. Peter Applebaum implies that Snape’s ambiguity mirrors the changes in Harry 
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himself as he grows up and learns more about his destiny and the world around him (91). 

Harry’s first impression of Snape is far from positive: 

Snape finished calling the names and looked up at the class. His eyes were black 

like Hagrid’s, but they had none of Hagrid’s warmth. They were cold and empty 

and made you think of dark tunnels. (PS 101-102)1

As the plot as well as Harry himself develops through the novels, the line separating good 

wizards from evil ones becomes more difficult to distinguish, suggesting an important theme 

of the novels (Behr, “Stone” 267). However, before examining Snape in relation to the other 

characters, we need to take a closer look at himself, focusing on his youth as well as his 

position in the novels. 

     Rowling has described Snape as a “child conceived outside of love” (as cited in 

Appelbaum 89), and although his childhood contains a few moments of friendship, it is 

mainly marked by loneliness. Snape is depicted as sad and alone both when he is by himself 

or when he is compared to other characters, such as Harry’s father in the following: “black-

haired like Snape, but with that indefinable air of having been well cared for, even adored,  

that Snape so conspicuously lacked” (DH 538).  The young Snape is not introduced to the 

reader until the end of the fifth novel: during a private lesson in Occlumency (the art of 

blocking one’s mind from potential intruders) with Professor Snape, Harry ends up in Snape’s 

mind and sees some of his memories. Harry sees a “clearly unpopular” boy as he witnesses 

Snape being severely bullied by Harry’s father James and godfather Sirius, and laughed at by 

his peers (OP 569). Snape’s home environment is described as equally tragic: “a small dark-

haired boy cried in a corner… a greasy-haired teenager sat alone in a dark bedroom, pointing 

his wand at the ceiling, shooting down flies… a girl was laughing as a scrawny boy tried to 

mount a bucking broomstick” (OP 521-22). In the end of book seven, Harry encounters young 

Snape once more by viewing some of his memories through a Pensieve, a tool used to see 

chosen parts of a person’s memories. Whilst the first glimpses of Snape’s childhood were 

involuntary, Snape has on this occasion given a piece of memory for Harry to watch, right 

before his death. Snape is again illustrated as lonely, watching Harry’s mother Lily and her 

sister Petunia play. As he approaches them, he is not exactly greeted as a friend: “‘I know who 

1 I will use the following abbreviations when citing Rowling’s novels: Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone 
(PS); Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (CS); Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (PA); Harry 
Potter and the Goblet of Fire (GF); Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix (OP); Harry Potter and the Half-
Blood Prince (H-BP); Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows (DH). 
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you are. You’re that Snape boy! They live down Spinner’s End by the river,’ she told Lily, and 

it was evident from her tone that she considered the address a poor recommendation” (DH 

534). However, Lily turns out to be nicer than her sister and becomes Snape’s best and only  

friend. In fact, his conversation with her on the playground is the only time young Snape is 

seen in a positive context: his knowledge of the wizarding world is valuable to Lily who has 

been raised in a Muggle home. Snape and Lily are outsiders to the rest of their village, but 

rely on each other which brings them close together. Harry follows Snape’s memory through  

their school years, and finds out that it is Snape’s connection to dark magic and wizards that 

eventually ends his friendship with Lily: “‘It’s too late, I’ve made excuses for you for years 

[….] You can’t wait to join You-Know Who [Voldemort], can you?’” (DH 542). Snape’s 

friends from then on are implied to be Death Eaters only, and as none of them are discussed 

later on in the novels they are all presumably dead, or not that close to him (Schanoes 134). 

Aside from his lack of friends, another implied characteristic is Snape’s cleverness. His skills  

in Occlumency and Legilimency (the ability to read minds) are explained to distinguish 

extremely advanced wizards (Birch 113; Chevalier 413). Furthermore, Snape’s old Potions 

textbook, found by Harry in the sixth novel, is filled with remarks and personal instructions 

that make Harry an exceptional student when following them. The book bears a note saying it  

belongs to “The Half-Blood Prince”, which may be interpreted as reflecting a wish of being a  

noted wizard. Harry’s friend Hermione is not convinced of the books’ value and tells Harry to 

“stop talking about ‘the Prince’ as if it’s his title, I bet it’s just a stupid nickname and it doesn’t 

seem as though he was a very nice person to me” (H-BP 227), implying that both Snape’s 

longing for fame and his cleverness might have been reasons for his lack of friends. The only  

time he is described in an including sense is in his connection to Lily, a tie which ultimately  

breaks due to his own mistakes. Snape shows goodness by his affection and love for Lily, but 

her indication that he is drawn to the dark side as well as him calling her Mudblood (the worst 

name for someone of Muggle ancestry) implies that even the characters that surrounded him 

when he was young questioned his true allegiances: “None of my friends can understand why 

I even talk to you. You and your precious little Death Eater friends – you see, you don’t even 

deny it! [….] [Y]ou call everyone of my birth Mudblood, Severus” (DH 542).  Nevertheless, 

Snape’s feelings for Lily never fades and proves to be of great importance as it is this love 

that causes Snape to leave the Death Eaters and eventually also sacrifice himself in the war 

against Voldemort (Applebaum 90). In any case, the description of young Snape thus 

establishes his outsider status: he is clever but not noted; he is bullied, friendless and lacks 

social skills. However, Snape’s outsider status as a child and adolescent also makes Harry and 
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the reader sympathize and connect with him rather than exclude him. The fact that his youth is  

portrayed to such an extent implies the importance of Snape’s position as an independent 

character and not just a character in relation to Harry. 

     Snape’s ambiguity relies much on the fact that he is kept at a certain distance from Harry  

and the reader, who both have to rely largely on guesswork. The sections in the novels 

dealing with Snape’s childhood are of great importance since they evoke Harry’s sympathy  

for him. However, although feeling sorry for Snape, Harry remains convinced that he is 

Voldemort’s servant: the more revealing childhood scenes are not shown until the very end. 

Snape’s distance enhances his outsider status and the other characters’ ongoing discussions 

about him emphasize his importance to the novels. Our impression of Snape is presented by  

an omniscient narrator who is typically describing the events from Harry’s point of view, but 

not always: Snape is also shown on his own or discussed by other characters in the novels. To 

establish his position in the novels, Snape will in the following be discussed in relation to the 

narrators. 

     Harry’s descriptions of Snape are not the only reasons behind the uncertainty of his 

allegiances, but as the events in the novels are typically illustrated from Harry’s perspective,  

the reader is continuously handed his belief that Snape is to be suspected: 

The gloomy hallway below was packed with witches and wizards, including all of 

Harry’s guard. […] In the very centre of the group Harry saw the dark, greasy-

haired head and prominent nose of his least favourite teacher at Hogwarts, 

Professor Snape. […] He [Harry] was very interested in what Snape was doing for 

the Order of the Phoenix. (OP 73)

Harry never stops suspecting Snape, and when he confuses Snape’s unpleasantness with evil 

he encourages the reader do the same (Schanoes 134). Rowling also enhances the perception 

of Snape as evil by supplying a number of incidents shown from an omniscient narrator’s 

point of view. For instance, Snape’s defence of his actions to the Death Eaters takes place 

without Harry’s knowledge:

“I have played my part well,” said Snape. “And you overlook Dumbledore’s 

greatest weakness: he has to believe the best of people. I spun him a tale of 

deepest remorse when I joined his staff, fresh from my Death Eater days, and he 

embraced me with open arms – though, as I say, never allowing me nearer the 
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Dark Arts than he could help [….] [T]hrough all these years, he has never stopped 

trusting Severus Snape, and therein lies my great value to the Dark Lord”. (H-BP 

36) 

Snape is here defending his feigned allegiance to Voldemort, which can be interpreted to  

imply that he is a Death Eater since no similar speech for his allegiance to the good side is  

made. Nevertheless, some of the characters surrounding Harry on the good side continuously 

argue for Snape’s innocence and provide Harry with evidence of the same. While Harry and 

Ron are convinced of Snape’s evil, Hermione typically defends Snape: she has early on 

stated that if Dumbledore trusts Snape, so should Harry (Schanoes 133-34). However, when 

Snape kills Dumbledore, nobody argues for his goodness any longer. Harry “could not stop 

himself dwelling on Dumbledore’s inexcusable trust in Snape”, while Hermione is devastated 

that she didn’t stop him when she had the chance: “we didn’t realise, Harry, we didn’t realise, 

we just let Snape go!” (H-BP 578; 594). When Hermione and the other characters in defence 

of Snape change their mind after the killing of Dumbledore, the suspicions around him  

increases. The truth, that the murder was an act ensuring the good side’s victory, is not 

revealed until the final book. Furthermore, as the readers receive Harry’s thoughts as well as 

Snape’s interaction with the Death Eaters in free indirect discourse, they are inclined to lean 

more towards these notions rather than Hermione’s or other characters arguments which are 

presented in dialogue (Schanoes 134). In any case, Snape is a debated character regardless of 

who narrates him. 

     Snape is most often kept at a distance from both the reader and the characters of the  

novels, and is typically illustrated as lonely in his home as well as at Hogwarts. The fact that 

his allegiances are always discussed enhances his ambiguity and fixes his position as an  

outsider. Moreover, these discussions combined with passages where he is the main character 

emphasizes his status as an independent character with a story of his own. 

Snape and Dumbledore

Dumbledore is the headmaster of Hogwarts and the image of superior goodness in the novels, 

especially in Harry’s eyes (Damour 15; Mendlesohn 175). His most important function in 

relation to Snape is being his main defender: Dumbledore’s trust in Snape remains unshaken  

regardless of anything. This section will therefore discuss the character Dumbledore and his 

relationship to Snape, and analyze the differences and similarities between the two characters.  
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Dumbledore helps the reader understand Snape, and their connection both complicates and 

clarifies the novels’ definition of good and evil. 

     From the younger Harry’s perspective, Dumbledore and Snape are opposites. The first  

impression of Snape is far from delightful: “It happened very suddenly. The hook-nosed 

teacher [Snape] looked […] straight into Harry’s eyes – and a sharp, hot pain shot across the 

scar on Harry’s forehead” (PS 94). The painful scar is a mark Harry got after being exposed to 

Voldemort’s killing curse, and the fact that Snape’s look makes it ache implies a connection to  

evil forces. Furthermore, Snape is the head of the school house of Slytherin, which mostly  

contains pure-bloods (wizards with wizard parents). Its members are considered suspicious by 

the rest of the school since many evil wizards and witches had belonged to the Slytherin  

house when at Hogwarts (Heilman & Gregory 246; OP 185; Piippo 69). For instance, Harry’s 

only thought when putting on the sorting hat, which determines what house the first year 

students will be placed in, is “[n]ot Slytherin, not Slytherin” (PS 90-91), illustrating his 

disassociation with Snape from their first encounter. The first descriptions of Dumbledore 

differ significantly from those of Snape. Dumbledore is never present in the descriptions of 

Snape’s youth; he appears for the first time during Harry’s arrival to Hogwarts School: “Albus 

Dumbledore had got to his feet. He was beaming at the students, his arms opened wide, as if 

nothing could have pleased him more than to see them all there” (PS 91). Harry’s friend 

Hagrid refers to Dumbledore as a “[g]reat man” who has let Hagrid stay as a game keeper at  

Hogwarts in spite of his expulsion (PS 48). Harry’s impression of Dumbledore continues to be 

a positive and respectful one throughout the novels: he describes him as a man you cannot 

help trusting (PA 71). Dumbledore shows tolerance and respect for every student in his  

school, even those who on several occasions are found guilty of questionable behaviour 

(Lavoie 39). Snape, on the other hand, is head of Slytherin and favours the students in his 

house. When Snape is appointed headmaster of Hogwarts after Dumbledore’s death, Harry 

and Hermione are outrageously disappointed: 

“I welcome the opportunity to uphold our finest wizarding traditions and values-” 

Like committing murder and cutting off people’s ears, I suppose! Snape, 

Headmaster! Snape in Dumbledore’s study – Merlins’ pants! (DH 186)

In this passage, Harry and Hermione’s anger at Snape again emphasizes the opposition 

between him and Dumbledore: Snape, evil embodied, taking over the study that had belonged 

to a man who was the image of goodness. The opposition is further highlighted by other 
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characters after Dumbledore’s death, as it is Snape who has committed the murder. Professor 

MacGonagall, head of Harry’s house Gryffindor, is in shock: “We all wondered … but he 

trusted … always … Snape… I can’t believe it …” (H-BP 574), thus agreeing that 

Dumbledore’s trust in Snape was a big mistake. Harry had questioned Dumbledore about his 

infinite trust a number of times throughout the novels, and always got the same answer: “I am 

sure. I trust Severus Snape completely” (H-BP 513). Even though Harry and many other 

characters are described to have a great trust in Dumbledore, the relationship between him and 

Snape is constantly questioned. Harry’s main disagreement with his headmaster, which 

increases during the novels, is Dumbledore’s conviction of Snape’s goodness. No matter 

what, Dumbledore’s remains certain, which the reader may not understand until his past is 

revealed in the last novel.

     Although initially presented as unmistakably good, Dumbledore does have a certain air of 

mystery around him, and this secretive characteristic is one of Snape and Dumbledore’s major  

similarities. The readers are not allowed to get close to either of them, and their perspectives 

and thoughts are almost never revealed. Dumbledore does not participate in the education or 

everyday life at Hogwarts, which consequently means he is absent from most of the events 

occurring in the novel. Instead, he appears from time to time to supply explanations and 

discussions for Harry’s background, development and connections to Voldemort. Harry’s 

interactions with his headmaster thus typically concern Harry himself. He only asks 

Dumbledore a personal question once and describes it as “the only one he suspected that 

Dumbledore had not answered honestly” (D H 25). This distance is one of the aspects that 

makes Dumbledore an outsider, another is his past: when Dumbledore’s background is 

revealed in the final novel it turns out to be just as questionable as Snape’s. Dumbledore’s 

brother Aberforth tells Harry that their sister, Ariana, was accidentally killed in a magical 

quarrel between himself, Dumbledore and Dumbledore’s friend. Aberforth suspects that the 

accident was not completely disagreeable to Dumbledore as it freed him from the burden of 

being his sister’s guardian, allowing him to get on with his ideas about a wizard revolution,  

not entirely unlike the riot planned by Voldemort. Harry learns the truth about these events in 

the end, when he encounters Dumbledore in a border area between life and death. 

Dumbledore admits to having been selfish and blinded by the thought of power. He describes 

his immense guilt for his sister’s death; how it opened his eyes to what he was doing, caused 

him to stop and instead devote himself to fight against intolerance and evil (D H 575). So, 

Dumbledore is seemingly good, but is revealed to have a background on the evil side while  

Snape is seemingly evil but secretly working for the good side (Ciaccio 45).With the 
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revelation of Dumbledore’s past in mind, he and Snape appear alike: they have both been 

drawn to evil, but because of the loss of a loved one, rejected it. Dumbledore’s background is 

just as murky as Snape’s, and it describes how he has made the choice of good over evil just 

like he has encouraged Snape to do. This choice, when illustrated through Dumbledore and 

Snape, also seems to incorporate some kind of sacrifice: the two characters have both devoted 

the latter part of their lives to the war against evil, and because of this given up the possibility  

of having a family or a large number of friends (DH 544-45; 575). In other words, their 

outsider status itself can be considered a voluntary sacrifice. Eventually, they both even 

choose to sacrifice their lives. 

     The fact that Dumbledore is initially portrayed favourably secures the readers’ trust in him 

while his position as one of the few characters defending Snape complicates the view on both 

him and Snape. Nevertheless, Dumbledore helps the reader understand Snape. For instance, 

the truth about Dumbledore explains why he is able to convince Snape to join the good side,  

and also why he is convinced that Snape will remain loyal. Snape’s change of allegiance 

occurs after Voldemort’s murder of Lily, who was killed because of a prophecy Snape had 

handed to his evil master. Dumbledore explains this as “the greatest regret of his [Snape’s] life 

and the reason that he returned [to the good side]” (H-BP 513):

“Gone… Dead…”

“Is this remorse, Severus?” 

“I wish… I wish I were dead…”

“And what use would that be to anyone?” said Dumbledore coldly. “If you loved 

Lily Evans, if you truly loved her, then your way forward is clear”. (DH 544)

     

Likewise, that Dumbledore returns from the dead to meet Harry and explain his actions 

suggests that his guilty consciousness never fades and keeps haunting him even after death 

(Mills 252). The remorseful Snape also mentioned that he’d rather be dead than live with the  

anguish of betraying his one love, emphasizing the similarities between him and Dumbledore  

but also focusing attention to the importance of selflessness. Their positions as outsiders are 

thus emphasized and further illustrated when the truth is discovered in the end. The final 

revelation of Dumbledore’s life urges Harry, and consequently the reader, to understand and 

forgive him which in turn also accentuates the forgiveness of Snape. Snape’s change of 

character is hence a reflection of the change of character in Dumbledore, and highlights the  

choice of good over evil (Behr: “Stone” 267). Critics have argued that Dumbledore is a one-
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sided, good character (Schanoes 142), or a secretive character who eventually turns out to be  

greedy (Applebaum 86). In light of the above discussion, however, Applebaum’s argument 

that Dumbledore is turning out to be nothing but a “shallow cad” (90) must be rejected; he is 

rather Snape’s role model. Snape treats Dumbledore with the utmost respect and even proves 

willing to set aside old differences: at Dumbledore’s command and strong advice of keeping  

the good side together, he shakes hand with one of the former bullies, although they are both 

described to eye “each other with the utmost loathing” (GF 618). Once more, the theme of 

personal sacrifices for the good side is highlighted. 

     Snape and Dumbledore are both characterized as outsiders at Hogwarts in the sense that 

they have very few close friends, which is revealed to be a result of personal choices and a 

sacrifice in the war against Voldemort. Their outsider status may manifest itself in different 

ways at first, but the revelation of their true personalities does show likeness and illustrates a 

distinction in the relationship between good and evil: the acknowledgement of consciousness 

and importance of choice. Both Dumbledore and Snape sacrifice themselves voluntarily 

because of love for another, illustrating a central similarity and emphasizing the dividing 

concept of love in the novels. 

Snape and Voldemort

Because of the suspicions of Snape as a double agent, the relationship between him and  

Voldemort, the obvious thoroughly “bad” character, is unclear throughout the novels (Damour 

15). Snape and Voldemort do share similar qualities, especially regarding how they are both 

outsiders in many ways. However, this matter also sets them apart. The following section will 

discuss both similarities and differences between the two characters. Just as with Dumbledore, 

Voldemort’s relationship to Snape is both a contrast and a reflection of Snape’s own character,  

which problematizes the distinctions between good and evil. 

     Seated on his “immediate right” during Death Eater meetings (DH 11), Snape is one of the 

few people close to Voldemort, and the two characters share a number of similarities. 

Voldemort rules his subjects by terror, a strategy similar to Snape’s way of gaining respect 

from his students: everything from his appearance to his classroom implies discomfort and 

fear (Birch 111). Furthermore, Voldemort, like Snape, was an outsider both in and out of  

school as an adolescent. Harry once gets a glimpse of young Voldemort’s life through a diary 

he kept in his youth, describing how he begs the Hogwarts’ headmaster to let him stay at 

school over the holidays, as he does not want to return to the Muggle orphanage where he 

was brought up (CS 181-82). Voldemort is just like Snape described to be friendless, and it is 
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continuously emphasized that he prefers, and is used to “doing things for [him]self” (H-BP 

257). Another quality Snape shares with Voldemort is the ambition of teaching the subject 

“Defence Against the Dark Arts”. As a young adult, Voldemort tries to convince both 

Dumbledore’s predecessor and Dumbledore himself to give him the job: “Voldemort sneered. 

‘If you don’t want to give me a job –’‘Of course I don’t,’ said Dumbledore. ‘And I don’t 

think for a moment you expected me to’ (H-BP 417). Snape and Voldemort are thus primarily 

alike in outer features and first impressions, which, when knowing their true allegiances,  

highlights the good and evil theme and shows that an evil personality has nothing to do with  

a person’s appearance (Schanoes 135). 

     This is emphasized even more when examining Snape’s and Voldemort’s differences. For 

instance, the question of the teaching job may be a similarity but is at the same time one of the  

two characters’ main differences. In contrast to Voldemort, Snape manages to achieve the 

desirable position at the beginning of the sixth novel. In this novel, Dumbledore also reveals  

that the job has been cursed since Voldemort was refused it: nobody can hold the position for 

longer than a year. This can be interpreted as a clue to the reason for not assigning it to Snape 

sooner, a hint that may go unnoticed by the reader at first since Harry on several occasions 

emphasizes that Dumbledore does not truly trust Snape with the position (H-BP 159, 418). 

Another difference between Snape and Voldemort is their views on friendship: even though 

they may both be friendless, Snape makes an effort to socialize. As previously discussed, he 

constantly tries to get Lily’s attention but is bullied into seclusion by those around her. 

Voldemort, on the other hand, chooses to trust no one but himself, as Dumbledore explains to 

Harry: “You will hear many of his Death Eaters claiming that they are in his confidence, that  

they alone are close to him, even understand him. They are deluded. Lord Voldemort has 

never had a friend, nor do I believe that he has ever wanted one” (H-BP 260). Voldemort does 

call the Death Eaters his “true family” (GF 561), but their relationship is later described as 

very involuntary: “you don’t just hand in your resignation to Voldemort. It’s a lifetime service  

or death” (OP 104). The distance from friends and close ties is a quality that is sometimes  

argued to characterize the members of the Slytherin house: “We Slytherins are brave, yes, but 

not stupid. For instance, given the choice, we will always choose to save our own necks” (OP 

437). Although an incorrect description of all Slytherin members since some have proven the 

opposite, this statement may be argued to be an aspect of evil. Selfishness associated with evil 

is for instance illustrated in how two of the Death Eaters get into a fight arguing over who 

gets to turn Harry over to Voldemort when he has been captured: 
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“I was about to call him!” said Lucius, and his hand actually closed upon 

Bellatrix’s wrist. “I shall summon him, Bella, Potter has been brought to my 

house, and it is therefore upon my authority – “

“Your authority!” she sneered, attempting to wrench her hand from his grasp. 

“You lost your authority when you lost your wand, Lucius!” (DH 373)

Voldemort and his Death Eaters do share a common goal, but arguably they are all “isolated in  

their own private spheres – watchful, afraid and alone” (Kornfeld and Prothro 131). Their 

selfishness is based on a longing for power, as described by the Death Eater Quirrell: “I was 

[...] full of ridiculous ideas about good and evil. Lord Voldemort showed me how wrong I  

was. There is no good and evil, there is only power, and those too weak to seek it” (PS 211). 

At the end of the last novel, Voldemort’s thoughts are revealed. He is worried that his 

servants’ mistakes will come between him and his rise to power, and argues that “their 

stupidity and carelessness prove how unwise it was, ever, to trust?” (DH 445). The outsider 

status is thus here not a position chosen to help others, but reflects selfishness and a lack of 

trust: Voldemort has many followers, but does not allow anyone to become a friend. 

     Voldemort’s view of friends is further emphasized in how even though Snape may be 

called Voldemort’s “most faithful servant” (GF 565), neither he nor anyone else are ever 

referred to, or treated as friends. When Voldemort kills Snape, his lack of personal concern is 

obvious. He does not use the murder spell which is said to be pain free, but instead lets his  

large snake bite Snape and leaves him to suffer as the snake’s venom slowly kills him: 

“You have been a good and faithful servant, and I regret what must happen.’ 

[…]‘The Elder Wand cannot serve me properly, Severus, because I am not its true 

master. The Elder Wand belongs to the wizard who killed its last owner. You 

killed Albus Dumbledore [….] I must master the wand, Severus. Master the wand, 

and I master Potter at last” [.…]

He turned away; there was no sadness in him, no remorse. (DH 527)

Voldemort is not only untouched by the death of a long-standing follower, he has also killed 

his own father without regret (Mills 252). In comparison, Snape has argued that after his 

return to the good side, he has not seen anyone die “whom [he] could not save” (DH 551). 

Ironically, it is eventually Voldemort’s lack of trust and of understanding of friendship and  

close bonds that causes his downfall. After his attempt to murder Harry in the end, Voldemort  
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commands Harry’s classmate Draco’s mother to check if Harry is really dead. Voldemort here 

fails to see that her ultimate concern is the safety of her son: 

[Harry] knew that she could feel the steady pounding of life against his ribs. 

“Is Draco alive? Is he in the castle?” […] 

“Yes,” he breathed back. […]

“He is dead!” Narcissa Malfoy called to the watchers. And now they shouted, now 

they yelled in triumph [….] Narcissa knew that the only way she would be 

permitted to enter Hogwarts, and find her son, was as part of the conquering army. 

She no longer cared whether Voldemort won. (DH 581-82)

Ultimately, Narcissa’s love for her family proves stronger than her fear of Voldemort. Just like 

Snape, she sacrifices her own safety for a loved one which this time will prove to lead to 

Voldemort’s final fall. Selfishness may be one of the clearest distinguishing marks that 

separate Voldemort from the wizards on the good side, who instead may be defined by their  

willingness to sacrifice themselves. The teachers of Hogwarts decide to start the war at the 

school as a cover up of Harry’s return, although they risk their lives in doing so (Kornfeld and 

Prothro 130; DH 479; 490-91). Voldemort, in comparison, is terrified of death and has split 

his soul in seven parts to be able to become immortal (HB-P 465-66; Withed and Grimes 

202). On one of the rare occasions when Dumbledore and Voldemort meet, Dumbledore 

highlights this difference: “Indeed, your failure to understand that there are things much 

worse than death has always been your greatest weakness” (OP 718). The attitude towards 

death can thus be argued to be another difference between good and evil: Snape, Dumbledore 

and the other good wizards are willing to sacrifice themselves for others, while Voldemort 

sacrifices others for himself. 

     In summary, Snape and Voldemort are both very alike and immensely different. Both are 

described as lonely, friendless children, but while one of them is involuntarily alone as a 

child, the other has chosen his solitude. As adults, both are depicted as evil-looking and lonely 

men but their personalities are very different. Although Snape and Dumbledore are revealed 

to have dark backgrounds and have meddled with evil ideas, what eventually sets them apart 

from Voldemort is their conscience, care for others and willingness to sacrifice themselves. To 

Voldemort, being an outsider is a result of not trusting or loving anyone, while to Snape and 

Dumbledore, this status is a sacrifice and way of amending mistakes.
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Snape and Harry

This section will examine the character Harry and his connection to Snape. Harry’s classmate 

Draco Malfoy also proves important in this context, and will therefore be analyzed briefly. 

The comparison between Harry and Snape illustrates the concept of the outsider most clearly, 

both in similarities and differences. Snape is described as treating Harry with disrespect and 

dislike, and Harry is continuously reminding the reader that he never liked Snape: 

Harry felt as though his body was generating waves of hatred so powerful that it 

seemed incredible that Snape could not feel them burning him. He had loathed 

Snape from their first encounter. (H-BP 153)

Nevertheless, the two characters are more alike than they want to admit. Although Harry 

understands Snape’s motives and devotion to the good side when his true allegiances are 

revealed, he is convinced of Snape’s evil right up until that moment. Since it is argued that 

Snape illustrates how Harry’s views of good and evil change (Applebaum 91; Behr, “Same” 

119; Bousquet 189), their relationship is thus of great importance to the discussion of this  

topic. 

     Harry and Snape are alike in many ways, especially in the sense of being outsiders. Harry 

has been brought up as an outsider by his aunt and uncle, but being a wizard saves him from 

his servant position in their home and brings him to Hogwarts. However, Harry soon 

discovers that he is an outsider amongst wizards as well since he is the only one to have ever  

survived a curse from Voldemort. The scar on his forehead marks him as an outsider even in  

appearance and prevents his anonymity (Kornfeld and Prothro 136; Natov 127). Throughout 

the novels, Harry becomes more and more inclined to reject his fame, and is instead longing 

for a quiet life. Snape is similar to Harry in how he as well was brought up as a wizard in a 

Muggle city. His position as the only wizard is the main reason why he befriends Lily, the 

only other witch: “‘It’s real for us,’ said Snape. […] we’ll get the letter [the invitation to 

Hogwarts School], you and me’” (D H 535). Snape’s home in the poor Muggle town also 

illustrates his outsider status amongst wizards: “He lives here? […] In this Muggle dunghill? 

We must be the first of our kind ever to set foot –” (DH 26). Both Harry and Snape are thus 

outsiders amongst wizards as well as Muggles (Kornfeld and Prothro 131). In addition, they 

are both outsiders in school: Snape is considered odd while Harry is a celebrity the minute he 

enters the wizarding world. This is not always positive, and a number of times Harry is  

accused of arrogance and is bullied by his school mates. Once he is even described as “the 
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most hated” person at school (PS 179). Even his best friend Ron turns his back on Harry 

when, like the others, he thinks Harry has cheated his way into a school competition which 

he is too young to enter. Harry is then described as feeling the worst he has ever felt at  

school: “it was lonely, with dislike pouring in on him from all sides” (GF 259). When Harry 

accidentally ends up in one of Snape’s childhood memories, he views Snape experience 

similar dislike and cannot help but to feel sorry for him: 

he knew how it felt to be humiliated in the middle of a circle of onlookers, knew 

exactly how Snape had felt as his father had taunted him, and that judging from 

what he had just seen, his father had been every bit as arrogant as Snape had 

always told him. (OP 573)

Since Harry and Snape are outsiders in similar ways, understanding Harry in this sense thus 

also helps us understand Snape, and vice versa. 

     Apart from their outsider status, Snape and Harry are also alike in other areas. For 

instance, Snape’s evil appearance is often mentioned as one of his similarities with 

Voldemort. Harry also shares an outer quality similar to the antagonist: his ability to speak 

Parseltongue, the language of snakes. This quality is typically associated with dark wizards 

such as Salazar Slytherin and Voldemort, and causes Harry’s schoolmates to question 

whether he is on the good or evil side (CS 145-47). Both the question of not judging good 

and evil by outer qualities as well as the parallel between Harry and Snape are highlighted in 

this sequence. Another likeness is mentioned by Hermione after their first Defence Against 

the Dark Arts lesson with Snape. Harry is convinced that Snape’s passion for the subject is 

explained by him being a Death Eater. Hermione, on the other hand, has a different opinion: 

“I thought he sounded a bit like you [….] when you were telling us what it’s like to face  

Voldemort. [Y]ou said it was just you and your brains and your guts – well, wasn’t that what 

Snape was saying?” (H-BP 172). Harry and Snape’ relationship is said to be marked by 

“mutual misunderstanding”, preventing them from getting along (Pharr 59). This mutual 

misunderstanding stems from Snape’s disagreements with Harry’s father and is evident in 

how both Snape and Harry misinterpret each other’s qualities. As we have seen, Snape is 

very clever but never recognized. When it is revealed that the Potions textbook filled with  

instructions that has helped Harry through his sixth year at Hogwarts was originally Snape’s, 

Harry is puzzled: “in spite of the increasing nastiness of those scribbled spells, he had refused 

to believe ill of the boy who had been so clever, who had helped him so much” (H-BP 594). 
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While Harry would rather live “a quite life” and is “sick of being the person who is stared at 

and talked about all the time” (H-BP 327; OP 197), Snape does not understand him and 

rather interprets his actions as the opposite of their intentions: “mediocre, arrogant as his 

father, a determined rule-breaker, delighted to find himself famous, attention-seeking and  

impertinent” (DH 545). Harry, similarly, is as mentioned convinced that Snape is evil, in  

spite of being proven otherwise at several occasions. Already in the first book, Harry suspects 

Snape of helping Voldemort, and is both shocked and surprised when encountered with the 

real betrayer: “‘Severus?’ Quirrell laughed [....] ‘Yes, Severus does seem like the type, 

doesn’t he? So useful to have him swooping around like an overgrown bat. Next to him, who 

would suspect p-p-poor st-stuttering P-Professor Quirrell?’” (PS 209). On several occasions, 

the “inherited misunderstanding” is explained to both Snape and Harry, without much effect.  

Dumbledore answers Snape’s irritation at Harry above by saying: “You see what you expect 

to see, Severus. [...] Other teachers report that the boy is modest, likeable and reasonably 

talented. Personally, I find him an engaging child” (DH 545). Professor Lupin, one of Harry’s 

father’s closest friends in school, tries to explain his view to Harry: “You are determined to 

hate him, Harry [….] And I understand; with James as your father, with Sirius as your 

godfather, you have inherited an old prejudice” (H-BP 312). Harry and Snape are hence both 

misunderstood and misunderstanding and their unwillingness to get along can thus be argued 

to be another similarity. 

     Apart from Snape’s disagreement with Harry’s father, an additional reason for this 

misunderstanding is Snape’s connection to Harry’s classmate Draco Malfoy. This relation 

increases Harry’s, and in turn, the reader’s suspicion, but Draco also emphasizes similarities 

between Snape and Harry. Just like his first impression of Snape, Harry’s first impression of  

Draco is an unpleasant one: 

“You’ll soon find out some wizarding families are much better than others, Potter. 

You don’t want to go making friends with the wrong sort. I can help you there.”

He held out his hand to shake Harry’s, but Harry didn’t take it. 

“I think I can tell who the wrong sort are for myself, thanks,” he said coolly [….]

“Unless you’re a bit politer you’ll go the same way as your parents. They didn’t 

know what was good for them, either”. (PS 81)

Draco is described as Harry’s arch-enemy, and the fact that his last name means “bad faith” 

in French has been suggested to imply his family’s racist position (Elster 214; Ostry 92). 
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When Harry discovers that Draco is sorted in the Slytherin house and favoured by Snape, his 

impression of them both as evil is cemented. Moreover, Draco often hints to his support of 

racial purity and is the first in the novels to use the word “Mudblood”, which is explained to  

be so rude as to cause “an instant uproar” (CS 87). Catherine and David Deavel argue that 

Draco is one of the conflict’s main upholders as he serves as a reminder of its existence and 

effects (52; see also Robertson 208). When Snape calls Harry’s mother a Mudblood later in 

the novels, the connection between him and Draco, as well as between them and evil, is 

further emphasized (OP 571). However, born into a family of Death Eaters whose house 

serve as their headquarters, Draco has no choice but to join the dark side, even though it is 

said to frighten him. He is described to look “in terror” and fall out of his chair in shock 

when Voldemort kills a woman right in front of him (D H 16, 18). Just like Voldemort, 

Draco’s family has a great trust in Snape and turns to him for help when Draco is in danger: 

“I beg you … you are the Dark Lord’s favourite, his most trusted advisor… will you speak to 

him, persuade him –?” (H-BP 38). It is Draco who is originally ordered to kill Dumbledore, a 

task Snape ends up performing instead, not because of Draco’s family’s pleading but as part 

of a plan conducted by Snape and Dumbledore to ensure the victory of the good side. By 

committing the murder, Snape also sacrifices part of his own spirit to save Draco from 

becoming a murderer, or as Dumbledore puts it: “That boy’s soul is not yet so damaged, [...] I  

would not have it ripped apart on my account” (DH 548). Like Snape, Harry also saves 

Draco on a number of occasions. For instance, Draco and his two friends set a room on fire to 

murder Harry, Ron and Hermione. Harry and his friends are able to escape, but when Draco 

is left in the deadly fire Harry cannot leave him: 

Harry heard a thin, piteous human scream from amidst the terrible commotion, the 

thunder of devouring flame. ‘It’s – too – dangerous - !’ Ron yelled, but Harry 

wheeled in the air [….] [H]e raked the firestorm below, seeking a sign of life, a 

limb or a face that was not yet charred like wood … (DH 508-9)

Draco has embodied the race conflict and the hate of Muggleborns to Harry, but Harry looks 

beyond this and does not think twice about whether to save him or not (De Rosa 182; Elster 

211). Snape has faced an equal conflict and made a similar choice by protecting Harry, who 

although he is the son of Lily, is also the son of James Potter who tortured Snape as a child. 

Snape’s conflict with Harry’s father can thus be mirrored in Harry’s relationship to Draco, 

which Harry’s godfather points out to him: “James and Snape hated each other from the  
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moment they set eyes on each other, it was just one of those things, you can understand that,  

can’t you?” (O P 590). Draco consequently serves as a reminder of Harry and Snape’s 

similarities, both when they were young and as they have grown older. Snape’s importance to 

Draco also highlights his importance as an independent character: he is not only important in 

relation to the protagonist.

     Snape’s protection of both Harry and Draco depends on secrecy and his position as an  

outsider, a position when fully understood enhances his devotion to the good side. Although 

Harry has experienced being an outsider as well, his experiences have been significantly 

shorter in time and in some sense he has always been protected and supported by school 

faculty or friends, such as Snape (Kornfeld and Prothro 129). For instance, Harry is forced to 

trust Snape at a number of times, which works out to his advantage. After being captured on 

his way to a rescue mission, Harry realizes that Snape is the only one left to turn to: 

He had just realised something; he could not believe he had been so stupid as to 

forget it. He had thought all the members of the Order, all those who could help 

him save Sirius, were gone – but he had been wrong. There was still a member of 

the Order of the Phoenix at Hogwarts – Snape. (OP 655) 

Snape helps Harry and alerts Dumbledore, who comes to Harry’s aid (OP 733). Harry also 

receives help from a number of other characters: when learning that he must ultimately face  

death in order to save the world from Voldemort, Harry is, just like Snape, alone – but only 

for a moment. It does not take long until his dead parents and friends surround him as ghosts 

as he walks towards Voldemort’s hiding place. During this walk, Snape is the one he 

compares himself to: “He and Voldemort and Snape, the abandoned boys, had all found home 

here …” (DH 558). By understanding his likeness to Snape, Harry thus also understands 

Voldemort to some extent: all three of them are lonely outsiders, but they have reacted to this  

fact in very different ways. Harry’s bravery in deciding to face death in order to save others  

has been said to be the result of Snape as a role model, and distinguishes both of them from 

Voldemort’s quest for total domination and immortality (Appelbaum 86). Even though Harry 

has no such thing as a “safety net of many children who have loving parents or guardians”  

(Natov 125), he does have protectors around him. These “protective factors” have been 

argued to be what causes Harry to turn out good and not join the evil side like Voldemort,  

with whom he does share many outer qualities; such as being an orphan and an outsider 

(Kornfeld and Prothro 135). Such an explanation however, is not entirely accurate if Snape is  
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taken into account: he is also an outsider both at home and at school, and deliberately chooses 

not to be noted for his change of sides: Snape’s isolation from the Order of the Phoenix and 

the good side of the wizarding community is a voluntary one. When deciding to leave 

Voldemort, Snape makes Dumbledore promise never to reveal his return or devotion to 

protecting Harry. Since Harry’s father used to bully Snape, it is unbearable to Snape that the 

truth should be known (DH 545). His good actions are performed when he thinks nobody’s 

watching, for instance when he helps an unconscious Harry to the school nurse after he’s been 

jinxed (PA 301). He never officially joins the Order of the Phoenix; he is involved and  

delivers reports but chooses to never associate further with them (OP 73). While Snape’s 

choice of isolation makes him even lonelier, it is also a sacrifice that ensures his sabotage of  

Voldemort. Although very familiar with the negatives of being an outsider, Snape is willing to 

remain lonely in order to save Harry and amend his mistakes to Lily. The importance of 

personal choices and sacrifices in defining good and evil are thus enhanced again.  

     The changing relationships between Snape, Dumbledore and Voldemort mirror Harry’s 

changing perspective on Snape, and there is indeed a contrast in how Snape’s relationship to 

both Dumbledore and Voldemort changes throughout the novels: Snape and Dumbledore’s 

differences are emphasized in the first novels while the later novels focus on their similarities.  

Snape’s relationship with Voldemort is portrayed in the opposite way: their similarities are 

highlighted in the beginning of the series while their differences are stressed in the later  

books. Harry’s changing perspective questions the idea of an evil exterior or behaviour 

equalling an evil inside. Both he and Snape are outsiders, but their personal choices and 

willingness to sacrifice establish their goodness and distinguish them from the evil side. 

Snape and Harry share several similarities regarding their personalities and they are both 

willing to risk their lives even for those they do not necessarily love: Snape saves Harry who, 

according to Snape, is the arrogant son of the former bully James, while Harry saves Draco, 

the boy who has tried to kill him. However, although being similar, outsider status and 

sacrifice are also two of the main differences between Snape and Harry: Harry may be an 

outsider in some aspects but is always able to count on his friends for help while Snape 

chooses to stand alone. Harry does honour the memory of his parents, Dumbledore and other 

friends who have died in the war when deciding to sacrifice himself, but he still has friends 

left alive. Snape’s only friend is already dead and he gives up the prospect of ever making 

new friends to save her son, without being able to expect any “reward” or even being able to 

see her again. This difference highlights Snape’s own story, which brings a darker side to the 

novels: the story of Snape is much gloomier than the story of Harry. If Snape is to be 
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considered a main character, the happy ending of the novels may be questioned. Furthermore, 

Snape’s extra dimension to the novels has been argued to be one of the reasons for why also 

adult readers have taken to the novels (Nikolajeva 240). Harry’s godfather Sirius once tells  

Harry that “the world isn’t split into good people and Death Eaters” (OP 271), a sentence that 

may well be used to summarize Harry’s and Snape’s relationship. 

Conclusion

Outsiders is a major theme in the Harry Potter series based on the large number of characters 

who are described as odd or lonely, with Snape being the foremost example. By reading the 

novels with a focus on Snape and his interactions as well as lack of interactions with the 

others, it becomes clear that the concept of outsiders is closely related to the concept of good  

and evil. There are outsiders amongst both the Death Eaters and the Order of the Phoenix, but 

what distinguishes the good wizards from the bad is that even though they may be outsiders 

in some senses, they show care and concern for others and are willing to do anything for the 

people around them. Although having been involuntary alone and sometimes bullied, they 

have not lost faith in other people. This is best illustrated by Dumbledore’s never fading trust  

in Snape in comparison to Voldemort’s distrust of everyone around him. Voldemort and his  

Death Eaters save themselves before thinking of anyone else, and are described as “isolated”  

in that sense. The witches and wizards on the good side, on the other hand, are distinguished 

by their willingness to sacrifice themselves for others. The isolation this may bring is a price 

they are willing to pay as they value loyalty higher than being alive. Being an outsider can  

thus be defined in two ways: isolating oneself because of selfishness and distrust of others or 

choosing an outsider position because of a devotion to others. 

     The portrayal of Snape emphasizes that good or evil has nothing to do with appearance or 

background, but with choices and love. This is further highlighted by relationships similar to 

Snape and Lily’s, such as that of Dumbledore and Ariana, and Narcissa and Draco: all these 

relationships are signified by a choice of love over isolation. Both Dumbledore and 

Voldemort serve as mirrors of Snape’s character in different ways. Although a friendless 

young boy from a loveless background like Voldemort, Snape’s care for others causes him to 

leave the evil side, like Dumbledore. Harry’s understanding of Dumbledore therefore 

replicates the understanding of Snape, and his forgiveness of Snape reflects Snape’s final 

forgiveness of the bullying from Harry’s father. Once more, the choice of good over evil is 

emphasized. 
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     By focusing on Snape and the concept of the outsider, different dimensions of the novels  

become visible. Snape becomes an instrumental character on his own, and may well be seen 

as the main character. Although the series in some aspects has been described as a fairy tale, 

the complex character of Severus Snape gives the novels a further depth appealing not only 

to children, but to adults as well. Reading the novels focusing on Snape and the outsider topic 

offers an explanation as well as a definition of good and evil, concluded in one of 

Dumbledore’s quotes: “It is our choices [...] that show what we truly are, far more than our 

abilities” (CS 245). 
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